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Figure �� Final Circuit using Multi�Level Design Process
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restricting the constituent function operators to a certain type allows the resulting circuit

to contain only those operator �gate� types�

If optimization for circuit speed is desired� each spectral coe�cient may be weighted

by the inverse of the corresponding constituent function delay� This would cause those

constituent functions with the least delay and highest correlation to be used�

Existing standard cell logic libraries may also be used with this synthesis technique� All

that is required is the output vector of each standard logic cell to be used as a row in

the transformation matrix� This allows the synthesis technique presented here to be easily

interfaced to existing design environments without the need for changing anything other

than the 	synthesis engine	 itself�

� Conclusions

We have presented a spectral based synthesis technique for general combinational logic cir�

cuits� Although this synthesis technique has been developed within the framework of spectral

analysis techniques it may easily be considered to be a method of repeated correlation anal�

ysis� The spectral coe�cients for a Boolean function have been de�ned and their various

properties have been derived� An iterative algorithm for the synthesis of combinational cir�

cuits has been developed and illustrated with examples� The algorithm has been proven

to converge when the transformation matrix is of full rank� The proposed method can be

custom�tuned to produce circuits with desired properties such as gate count minimization�

type of gate� circuit delay minimization� and number of inputs per gate� This result is

signi�cant since it allows for complete exploitation of the XOR gate as well as other gate

types without resorting to symbolic manipulation of Boolean algebraic equations� Finally�

some guidelines for the implementation of the logic circuit synthesis technique have been

provided�
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Table �� Truth Table Contents of the Function and Error Function

Next� the spectrum for e�x� is computed� resulting in the following vector of spectral

coe�cients�

ST
e �fFc�x�g� � ��� ����������������� ���

The constituent function corresponding to �� is chosen since it is a maximum �in magni�

tude� which is Fc�x� � x� � x�� There is a discrepancy in only one place in the truth table�

hence we can use a NOR to directly realize this term� The resulting circuit is given in Figure

��

Note that the only real di�erence between the two�level and multi�level synthesis tech�

niques is in the choice of new error operators at each iteration� This allows for greater

�exibility when it is desired to use one gate type as much as possible since that type may

be able to be used for the error operator in each iteration�

� Implementation Issues of the Synthesis Method

Repeated vector�matrix multiplications can be very time consuming and ine�cient� While

this is a convenient way to analyze and understand spectral techniques for boolean function

synthesis� it is not necessarily the most e�cient way to implement these techniques� In par�

ticular� the computation of the Chow parameters may easily be performed by accumulating

a single sum for each input of the function as the truth table is read in from a �le� The

sum for each input in the truth table would accumulate the number of times each variable

matched �or mismatched� the function output� This accumulated value is Nm �or Nmm� for

each respective input� The Chow parameters may simply be obtained by using equation �

to compute the spectral quantity corresponding to each input that Nm was computed for

after the entire truth table has been input� If the number of mismatches is a maximum

�i�e�� Nmm � Nm� the spectral quantity has a negative sign� otherwise it is positive� This

technique allows the Chow parameters to be computed with only O�n� additions and no

multiplications �since during the computation of SF �Fc�x��� the multiplication by � can be

implemented as a simple bit shift� versus the O�n� multiplications and additions required

by naively using the vector�matrix equations�

In general� all spectral coe�cients may be computed e�ciently as a simple accumulation

of sums of the results of comparisons with transformation matrix rows and the current output

vector being transformed�

In addition� it is quite easy to add extensions to this technique to produce output with

desired properties� For instance� if only two�input gates are desired� all constituent func�

tions in the transformation matrix are restricted to functions of two�inputs only� Also� by
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x� x� x� F �x� F ��x� e�x�

� � � �� �� �

� � �� � � �

� �� � �� � ��

� �� �� �� �� �

�� � � � �� �

�� � �� �� �� �

�� �� � �� �� �

�� �� �� � � �

Table �� Truth Table Contents of the Function and Error Function

Since there is only � disagreement between F �x� and F ��x�� the terminal condition has

been reached and the remaining term is realized directly� The complete circuit is given in

Figure 
�

The design of a multi�level circuit with the restriction that all gates are two�input and

must be OR type gates as much as possible is given for the second example� The OR

operator cannot be used to form a functionally complete set of operators for Boolean algebra�

Therefore� at least one other type of gate is needed for the synthesis� This example will also

realize the function given in Equation ��

The transformation matrix is computed in terms of the Chow parameters and two input

OR expressions only� The following spectrum results�

ST
F �fFc�x�g� � ������� ����� ����� �� ���

In this case� all spectral coe�cients have equal magnitudes� The constituent function

Fc�x� � x�� x� is arbitrarily chosen as a starting point for the synthesis� It is also desirable

to use an OR operation for the error function operator since this circuit is to be realized with

predominately OR�type gates� By examining the truth table it is seen there are � to � and

� to � discrepancies which restrict the error operator to be of type XOR� Table � illustrates

the truth table in terms of the function to be realized and the error function�

x� x� x� F �x� e�x�

� � � �� ��

� � �� � �

� �� � �� �

� �� �� �� �

�� � � � ��

�� � �� �� �

�� �� � �� �

�� �� �� � ��

��



The transformation matrix is computed as�

�

x�
x�
x�

x� � x�
x� � x�
x� � x�

x� � x� � x�
x� � x�
x� � x�
x� � x�

x� � x� � x�
x�x�
x�x�
x�x�

x�x�x�

�
�������������������������������������

� � � � � � � �

� � � � �� �� �� ��

� � �� �� � � �� ��

� �� � �� � �� � ��

� � �� �� �� �� � �

� �� � �� �� � �� �

� �� �� � � �� �� �

� �� �� � �� � � ��

� � �� �� �� �� �� ��

� �� � �� �� �� �� ��

� �� �� �� � �� �� ��

� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��

� � � � � � �� ��

� � � � � �� � ��

� � � �� � � � ��

� � � � � � � ��

�
�������������������������������������

The resulting spectral coe�cient vector is�

ST
F �fFc�x�g� � ������� ����� ����� ����� ����� �� �������������� �
�

Since the Fc�x� � x��x��x� has the largest magnitude spectral coe�cient� it is chosen

and the �rst portion of the circuit is realized with an exclusive�NOR as shown in Figure ��

The error function is computed with respect to an exclusive�OR operator since it is the

most robust in terms of the possible operators available for providing the combining stage

in the circuit� This robustness is due the fact that an XOR can be used to change a � to

� error as well as a � to � error� The following list describes the properties that determine

which gate type may be used as an error operator�

�� XOR � x� � � x� errors may be ��� or ���

�� AND � x� � x and x� � �� all errors must be ���

�� OR � x� � � � and x� � � x� all errors must be ���

Returning to the synthesis example� the following table is computed�





constraints that only two�input gates should be used and that the gate type should be OR

as much as possible�

Consider the realization of the following function�

F �x� � x�x� � x�x�x� � x�x� � x�x� ���

First� the function truth table is computed� Table � shows the contents of the computed

truth table�

x� x� x� F

� � � ��

� � �� �

� �� � ��

� �� �� ��

�� � � �

�� � �� ��

�� �� � ��

�� �� �� �

Table �� Truth Table Contents of the Function to be Synthesized

Next� the transformation matrix is computed in terms of OR� AND� and XOR operations

since we have no constraints on gate types� Also� for each gate type we compute Fc�x�

functions for all possible combinations of two or more inputs since we have no restrictions on

the maximum number of inputs per gate� Although it is readily apparent that this matrix

grows in size with respect to the size of the x vector� it should be pointed out that the matrix

space complexity is O�n�� if the design is restricted to two�input gates of type OR� AND�

and XOR� This is easily seen by considering the total number of matrix rows� There will be

� operator types over all combinations of any two out of n inputs� The total number is�

�

�
n

�

�
�

�

�
�n��n� �� �

�

�
n� �

�

�
n ���

Added to this value is n � � additional matrix rows for the computation of the Chow

parameters �SH��� yielding a total number of rows equal to ���n� � ���n � � � O�n�� in

size complexity of the matrix�

We always include rows in our transformation matrix that correspond to each component

of the x vector and the Fc�x� � � function �i�e�� the Chow parameters� in case of high

correlation with regard to a single input to F �x�� The spectral coe�cient SF ��� indicates

the overall dominant operator of the function� This information is heavily exploited in an

alternative spectral based synthesis algorithm that we are working on�

�



This technique can be used to generate two�level and multi�level tree�type circuits� For

two�level realizations� each chosen Fc�x� can be realized in the �rst stage of the circuit with

one multi�input logic gate� The second stage consists of a single combination gate that uses

the outputs of all of the chosen constituent functions as its� inputs� The circuits resulting

from this synthesis technique are completely fan�out free �CFOF� and have the desirable

property of requiring a set of test vectors equal to the number of circuit inputs to test all

possible single stuck�at faults �DP���� As discussed in �CE���� the use of spectral design

techniques for logic synthesis is known for the ability to produce easily tested circuits� The

diagram in Figure � indicates how the two�level circuit is constructed with each iteration�

If a multi�level circuit is desired� the same design procedure is used but the error function

computation is performed slightly di�erently� The di�erence is that a new combination gate

is used in each iteration� This also allows for changing the operator used to de�ne the

error function �i�e�� the combination operator� at each iteration� The diagram in Figure �

illustrates the design procedure for a multi�level circuit�

The following theorem states the properties necessary to ensure the convergence of this

synthesis algorithm�

Theorem � Any given boolean function� F �x�� may be realized with the proposed synthesis

technique if the transformation matrix used for the synthesis is of full rank�

Proof This proof is a statement that any N �vector can be produced as a combination of

a subset of vectors from the set of vectors that are linearly independent over N �space� Each

Boolean function to be realized is viewed as a N �vector with components from the binary

�eld� The synthesis procedure described in the preceding text 	chooses	 a matrix row in

each iteration �each row corresponds to a constituent function� to be 	combined	 with an

appropriate combining operator� This process forms the output vector as a combination of

row vectors from the transformation matrix� Hence if the transformation matrix contains

at least N rows that span N �space� any function output vector can be realized by a �nite

number of combined transformation matrix rows� �

Note� This synthesis method can not realize any function using a set of constituent

functions that do not form a functionally complete set since the resulting transformation

matrix will not be of full rank� For example� a function may not be realized if all constituent

functions use only the AND operator�

Now some examples of this synthesis technique are given� In the �rst example� we will

assume that there are no restrictions on the number of inputs per logic gate and on the

type of logic gate employed� The �rst example will show how a two�level circuit can be

synthesized� The second example shows how a multi�level circuit can be realized with the

�



�

These results are used to develop logic circuit synthesis methods for combinational circuits�

The following sections describe the iterative synthesis method that lends easily to automation

and allows for the resulting circuit realization to be customized with respect to the maximum

number of inputs per logic gate and the type of logic gate to be used�

� Synthesis Method

The synthesis method that we propose is dependent on the use of error functions in an

iterative fashion� Figure � illustrates the overall structure of the synthesis methodology� In

fact� we have identi�ed three ways that the use of spectral coe�cients may be applied to the

combinational logic synthesis problem� This paper will only discuss one of these methods�

later papers will present results from the other two methods�

User supplied input consists of the truth table of the function� F �x�� to be synthesized�

and optionally� the maximum number of inputs per gate� Ninp� and preferences of the types

of gates� fGtg� to be used� The two optional parameters� Ninp and the set fGtg are used

to determine the set of constituent functions� fFc�x�g to be used in the formation of the

transformation matrix� For the sake of generality� we will �rst assume that the optional

parameters are not supplied� however� we will use them in the subsequent synthesis example�

The following list gives a detailed description of each synthesis step for the process de�

picted in Figure ��

�� Convert the input truth table to ��s and ���s using a � to denote a logic	�	 and a ��

to denote a logic 	�	�

�� Compute the transformation matrix using the constituent functions�

�� Compute the spectral coe�cients via vector�matrix multiplication between the trans�

formation matrix and the output vector of the function to be synthesized�

�� Choose the largest �in magnitude� spectral coe�cient�


� Realize the function Fc�x� that corresponds to the chosen coe�cient in step ��

�� Compute the error function� e�x� � Fc�x� � F �x� with respect to some operator� ��

�� If e�x� indicates that there are w or fewer errors� go to step �� Otherwise iterate on

the synthesis by going to step � and use e�x� as the next function to be synthesized�

�� Combine all the intermediate realizations of the various chosen Fc�x� functions using

the � operator and directly realize the function e�x� for the remaining w or fewer errors�

�



SF �Fc�x�� � �n � �Nmm � �Nm � �n ���

Where x is a n�order vector of binary valued inputs to both F �x� and Fc�x��

Proof The maximumpossible absolute value of a spectral coe�cient occurs when a row

of the matrix is equal to the function output vector or when each component of the vector is

the negative of the corresponding entry in the transform matrix row� Hence� the maximum

possible absolute value of the spectral coe�cient is jSF �Fc�x��j � �n indicating ���� positive

or negative correlation between F �x� and Fc�x�� Indeed in this case� either F �x� � Fc�x� or

F �x� � Fc�x�� Each mismatch present in the function output vector and the corresponding

matrix row entry always produces a product value of ��� Therefore� Nmm mismatches result

in a negative partial sum of �Nmm� The only other possibility is a match which is the

complement of mismatches and always produces a product value of ��� Since the spectral

coe�cient for and F �x� and Fc�x� is the di�erence between the number of matches� Nm� and

the number of mismatches� Nmm�

SF �Fc�x�� � Nm �Nmm

� Nm � ��n �Nm�

� �Nm � �n

Likewise� substituting Nmm�

SF �Fc�x�� � Nm �Nmm

� ��n �Nmm��Nmm

� �n � �Nmm

Hence� SF �Fc�x�� � �n � �Nmm � �Nm � �n� �

Lemma � The following property of spectral coe�cients holds�

SF �Fc�x�� � �SF �Fc�x�� ���

Proof Let the number of mismatches between the inverse of the constituent function�

Fc�x�� be denoted by N �

mm and the corresponding matches denoted by N �

m�

Thus� N �

m � Nmm� Using this fact and the results from lemma ���

SF �Fc�x�� � �n � �Nmm

� �n � �N �

m

� ���N �

m � �n�

� �SF �Fc�x��






The notion of an output vector of a boolean function was described earlier� A qualitative

discussion of the derivation of other transform matrices extends this notion such that the rows

of the transformation matrix are viewed as output vectors of the constituent functions� The

constituent functions are generally simple functions using only a single operator �although

they need not be�� For instance� if it is desired to compute the correlation between a

constituent function� x � y� and a function to be transformed� one row of the transformation

matrix would consist of the output vector of the constituent function� Hence� the spectral

coe�cient resulting from the dot product of this row and the function output vector provides

a measure of correlation between the overall function and the constituent function� x � y� In

fact� a measure of correlation with any arbitrary constituent function may be computed in

this manner� Each correlation measure �or spectral coe�cient� contains the information of

the exact number of matching outputs between the constituent function and the transformed

function for a given common set of inputs� Before giving a precise relationship between the

spectral coe�cients and the number of matching outputs� the following notation is de�ned�

�� n � the number of input variables of a Boolean function

�� N � all possible combinations of the input variables of the binary�valued Boolean func�

tion� N � �n

�� Nm � the number of matches between the outputs of the constituent function and the

function to be synthesized for the same input values

�� Nmm � the number of mismatches between the outputs of the constituent function and

the function to be synthesized

�� SF �Fc�x�� � the spectral coe�cient of F �x� that corresponds to the constituent function�

Fc�x�


� SF ��� � the spectral coe�cient of F �x� corresponding to Fc�x� � �

�� fFc�x�g � a set of constituent functions

�� SF �fFc�x�g� � a vector of spectral values computed over the set of constituent functions�

fFc�x�g

Some properties of the spectral coe�cients are derived in the following and they will be

used for the development of the synthesis technique given in this paper�

Lemma � For a given function F �x� and a given constituent function Fc�x� the resulting

spectral coe�cient is given by�

�



� Spectrum of a Boolean Function

First� the following terms are de�ned�

� Output Vector of a Boolean Function A concatenation of all possible outputs of

the function where all 	�	 values have been changed to a 	�	 and all 	�	 values have

been changed to 	��	�

� Spectrum of a Boolean function A linear transformation of the output vector of

the function� This transformed quantity is the 	spectral vector	 of the transformed

function� The components of the the spectral vector are referred to as 	spectral coef�

�cients	�

� Transformation Matrix The matrix used to perform the linear mapping of a func�

tions� output vector to its spectral vector�

� Constituent Functions Boolean functions whose output vectors are used as the

rows of the transformation matrix�

These transformations are linear and they are conveniently visualized as vector�matrix

products although the implementation may not necessarily be realized as a series of vector�

matrix products� Multiplication and addition operations are performed over the �eld of

integer numbers� not over the binary �eld� Using 	�	 and 	��	 instead of 	�	 and 	�	 for the

binary valued digits allows the zero�valued function outputs to accumulate in each spectral

quantity�

Each spectral coe�cient in the transformed output vector provides a measure of correla�

tion between a particular constituent function and the original function� F �x�� This is the

underlying principle that is exploited in the synthesis procedure described in this paper�

In general� any set of constituent functions may be used for this technique as long as

they form a functionally complete set of operators for Boolean algebra� A transform must

be constructed from an orthogonal set of basis functions for the spectrum and original

function to form a unique pair� Fortunately� our technique does not rely on transform pair

uniqueness� Thus� we make use of transform matrices that are not necessarily orthogonal�

The transformation matrix must be full rank however� for convergence of this algorithm to

be guaranteed� It has been shown that a transform using the Exclusive�OR operator as the

primitive operation for the constituent functions results in the Rademacher�Walsh transform

matrix� The Rademacher�Walsh transform matrix is orthogonal with well known properties

�CE�
�� In this paper� we construct transforms using the OR and AND operators in addition

to the XOR to form the constituent functions� The resulting transforms are not necessarily

orthogonal�

�



are used as the basis of this technique are noted and interpreted in this work� In describ�

ing these spectral coe�cient properties� both a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the

spectral coe�cients is provided� The results are then used to develop the synthesis tech�

nique� Combinational logic synthesis examples are given and a proof of convergence for the

proposed synthesis algorithm is provided� In the examples given in this paper� the design

method is used for both two�level and multi�level circuits� Various implementation issues of

the synthesis technique are discussed and appropriate suggestions are provided� The use of

speci�c design parameters such as the desired gate type and maximum number of inputs per

gate are considered� Computer program implementation considerations such as storage and

computation requirements are discussed along with methods to minimize the usage of these

resources�

Typically� designers generate Boolean expressions at some point in the logic circuit design

process regardless of the technique used� In fact� many logic design techniques are considered

to be accomplished upon the realization of a Boolean function that is minimized in some

sense� In reality� circuits are built from a schematic diagram or some other form of hardware

description such as a wire�list or standard CAD tool �le format� The synthesis technique

discussed in this report does not require an intermediate Boolean function to be realized�

Since there is no need for any symbolic manipulation� this technique is especially well suited

for implementation as a computer program� Furthermore� the XOR gate is fully exploited

as a potential candidate for incorporation into the design in addition to the AND and OR

gates� Most design techniques require symbolic manipulation of Boolean functions to achieve

inclusion of the XOR gate� Indeed� it has been stated that algebraic techniques in general are

not well suited for circuit realization using XOR circuits� The algebraic methods presented

here are rigorously developed and are very well suited for XOR type circuits�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Section � of this paper de�nes and describes

the concept of the spectrum of a Boolean function� In this section� spectral properties that

are important for the development and motivation for the synthesis technique are given� The

synthesis method is developed and two examples are given in section �� The �rst example

shows how a two�level logic circuit using multi�input gates may be realized using our synthesis

method� The second example illustrates how the synthesis technique can be applied to a

circuit that is restricted to being composed of two�input OR gates as much as possible� The

second example also shows how this technique is applied for the realization of multi�level

circuits� After the examples are given� a discussion of the implementation issues for the logic

circuit synthesis methodology is included in section �� Finally� the conclusions from this

work are presented in section 
�
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Abstract

The spectral information of a Boolean function yields data regarding the correlation

between the input variables and the output of the function� This paper introduces a

spectral based methodology for combinational logic synthesis using linear transforms�

An analysis of the properties of the spectra obtained from these transforms is provided

and a synthesis algorithm using spectral techniques is presented� This result is signi��

cant since it provides an algebraic method for including the XOR gate in the synthesis

process without resorting to manipulation of symbolic Boolean equations�

� Introduction

The design and development of digital systems is becoming increasingly complex and auto�

mated� With the evolution of greater amounts of circuitry per single chip comes a need for

greater optimization and e�ciency in the design process� Spectral based design techniques

o�er the advantage of providing for the design of a circuit of minimal size for a given func�

tionality� These techniques are highly methodical and are ideal for incorporation into an

automated environment� One example of such an environment is the automatic synthesis

of a circuit using a hardware description language �HDL�� In the past literature� there have

been a signi�cant amount of results in the use of various spectral techniques for both binary�

valued logic �AL��� �AL�� and multi�valued� or threshold logic �CE�
� �TD�� �PP���� Our

approach di�ers from the previous works in that we allow the synthesized circuit to be com�

posed of any of several types of sub�functions �i�e� AND� OR� combinations of AND�OR��

whereas the previous work focused on the realization of logic circuitry with predominately

a single type of circuit as the basic building block� In addition� we present the basis for a

computer implementation of this procedure and prove its convergence� It has been shown

that the Rademacher�Walsh transform provides Boolean function output correlation mea�

sures with respect to various combinations of input variables added together via modulo��

arithmetic �SH���� This paper builds upon the fundamentals of spectral techniques and

describes how they may be applied to the synthesis of combinational Boolean logic circuits�

The particular spectral transforms to be used in this method are introduced and exam�

ples are given� Also� certain properties of interest of the resulting spectral coe�cients that

�


